
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

THIS KIT CONTAINS

Owenʼs note to Hannah says—protect her. We know heʼs talking about Bailey and protecting her 
from the past. Why didnʼt Owen write more to Hannah? Do you believe he expected her to eventu-
ally figure out his past?

On that same note, why did Owen conceal his past to both Hannah and Bailey? How would you 
react if your spouse deceived you about the central details of their life?

Why was Bailey so cold to Hannah in the beginning? When did she began to warm up to her?

Hannahʼs parents pretty much deserted her and she was raised by her grandfather. So she was 
not used to being part of a family unit. Letʼs talk about how Hannah and Bailey eventually 
became each otherʼs “found” family.

Hannah eventually realizes that Owen has connections to Austin, Texas. So she takes Bailey there to 
see if they could find out the truth about the past. Do you agree with Hannahʼs decision to go to 
Austin? What would you have done if you were Hannah?

We eventually find out that Owen lived a completely different life than what was portrayed. His 
name is actually Ethan and Baileyʼs is Kristin. He took Bailey away from Austin after testifying 
against his father-in-law and the crime syndicate. What did you think about all these reveals?

Should Hannah have agreed to go into witness protection program with Owen and Bailey or did she 
make the right decision in making a deal with Nicholas so Bailey could keep her identity?

Do you think Bailey ever managed a relationship with Nicholas or any her cousins?

The last chapter is titled Five Years Later. Or Eight. Or Ten. Why such a vague timeframe? Does this 
mean that Hannah sees a glimpse of Owen ever so often? Or was that the first time sheʼs truly seen 
him? Is there ever a chance for Owen to reunite with Hannah and Bailey?

Jennifer Garner is going to play Hannah in the TV version of this story. What are your thoughts on 
the casting? What elements of the book do you think theyʼll include in the show?
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